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Thenamereflectsthecelestialdesignofthequiltandthequickcuttingandpiecing
forit.AcceleratedVelocityfeaturesstarssurroundedbybordersoftwinklingpeeksof
brightprints,andyouonlyhaveoneshapetocutforeachelement–layercakepiecesand
backgroundsolid,oneforblocksandastraightcutfortheborders.Simpleeffective
movementistheresult!
Finished Quilt measures about 61” x 70”
Ingredients:
One Layer Cake or {42x} 10” x 10” squares
2 yards or 1.7metres background fabric
Lazy Angle Ruler OR Template Plastic
65” x 75” wadding
Binding: You’ll need 7 strips. I cut my binding at 2 5/8” which requires a 20” cut of
fabric. If you cut the strips at 2.5” wide, you’ll need 18”.
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Optional but highly recommended: Spray Starch
Backing: See note at end of pattern.
(I starch my fabric before and after cutting – it makes piecing small pieces SO much
easier.. If you’ve never tried spray starch with patchwork, I seriously recommend
giving it a try. It won’t harm the fabric or your machine, and you won’t believe how
precise your results will be.)
The Templates:
Templates Cut out your templates using template plastic – make sure when you
do that you mark them Right Side and Wrong Side.

If you are worried you may have it Wrong Side Up, ‘try it out’ using paper, one side
coloured to represent the print. Make 4 of each ‘A’ and ‘B’ and see if you can assemble
shape.
pe.
the Star sha
Cut 8 strips from background fabric, 5” x WOF (Width of Fabric). Use smaller
template to cut 168 smaller pieces from background fabric (grey). You should get
about 21 small pieces per strip. If you are using the ruler, you will be cutting piece ‘B’.
The correct/right side of the small piece will point in the direction as the one below.
To use it, you’ll be rotating it, cutting one piece on that diagonal line, then turning it
180° to cut it on the straight line. If you’re right handed, start from the left edge of the
fabric strip. If you’re left handed (as I am) then you’ll start from the right edge, as
shown below.

Cut 1

Cut 2
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If you’re right handed, you’ll start from the left edge of the strip as shown below:

Cut 1

Cut 2

Cut 3
If you are using the Lazy Angle Ruler, you will be cutting the Right Facing pieces as
described in the instructions which came with the ruler. Basically this means you’ll
be using the ruler and fabric right side up.
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Cut layer cake into 2 pieces, each 5” x 10”
Use the larger templates to cut 2 large pieces from each 5” x 10” piece – each layer
cake piece makes the equivalent of 1 block. (i.e. you get 4 large pieces per layer cake
square) Again, if you’re right handed, you’ll start from the left side, and if you’re left
handed, you’ll start from the right edge as I have done above and below. But your
large pieces should look exactly like mine do, regardless of which side you start on.
The only thing that will differ is which side will yield the 2” x 5” leftover – if you’re
right handed, it will be on the right hand side..
N.B. You must make sure you’re cutting it with the template right side up – if your
large cut pieces don’t have a skinnier top with the bottom pointing to the RIGHT as
shown below, you need to try
try again with the template the right way up.
If you are using the Lazy Angle Ruler, you’ll be cutting piece ‘A’.
When finished, each 5” x 10” will yield 2 large template pieces and a leftover piece
about 2” x 5”. Place these small pieces aside – you’ll use them later as the border.
If you’re left handed, you’ll cut as shown below:

Cut 1
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Cut 2
If you’re right handed, you’ll cut as shown below:

Cut 1

Cut 2
To sew the Blocks:
Blocks: Pair up one background piece onto one larger layer cake piece as
shown below.

.
Make sure that there’s a ‘dog-ear’ poking up above the top of the print, and that
there’s just the tiniest ‘ear’ poking out from the bottom when you turn it over – see
picture below:
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Before you start chain sewing them together, sew one and press seams open or to the
print side to make sure you’ve got the placement right. If not, now’s the time to
unpick and try again.

Back view

Front view
Once you’re satisfied with your technique, you can chain piece all of the small
background pieces to the angled star pieces. After you’ve joined them all, it’s time to
trim.
Trim them to 4.75” square. This way you ensure that each block will line up and be
perfect. Don’t trim too much off the background (grey) side – trim mostly on the
print and bottom side as shown below.

Now the fun starts! This is how the block is laid out before sewing:
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Now start pairing up your pieces in twos and joining them as shown below.

Then you can pair up your half-blocks, to make one complete block:

To add a little variety, I also trimmed 12 of the pieced units down to 4” x 4” so the
finished star portion was only 7” x 7” (instead of 8.5”) and used 1.5” strips cut from
background fabric. (Cut 3 strips of background fabric 1.5” wide by WOF and sub cut
into 6 lengths measuring 7” and another 6 lengths measuring 9”, sew and trim))
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The Border:

Retrieve 2” x 5” scraps, and cut 80 2” x 5” (4 strips cut 5” wide x WOF) pieces from
background fabric (grey) For the corners cut pieces 5” x 5” (I used 2 solid colours) –
you probably won’t need them to be that large, but just in case, I advise you to cut
them at 5” x 5” (Please see below for options.).
Sew each layer cake print to your background colour rectangles on the long side.
Then sew the sets of two to each other, then the sets of four, and so on. A row of 40 is
needed for each long side, and a row of 34 for each short side, with 5” x 5” squares at
the corners.
N.B.: You may end up needing to add one or two extra, depending on how big your
blocks end up being – don’t worry, that’s fine. Just sew an extra one or two to the
line. You might need to trim and it’s up to you which piece you decide to trim. OR
you can choose to forgo the corner 5” x 5” pieces and just use your long pieced
borders all the way around – do what you like best.
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Lay it all out until you’re happy, then after sewing the blocks together, add the sides,
short sides first, then the long sides with your corner squares.

Now you just have to baste, quilt and bind! I quilted with wavy lines using different
colours of thread that matched the layer cake – aqua, grey, red, pink, and green.
Backing: Depends on how you want to do it. I use leftovers and sew them together till
they’re big enough. If you need to buy fabric, 3.75 yards / 3.3m will do it. Cut the
fabric in half and trim the selvedges. Sew together on the selvedge side for a back
that’s 64” wide by 84” tall. The other, cheaper option is to use calico (UK term) or
muslin (US term), which is 60” wide. If you buy 2.75 yards / 2.5 metres, you can cut 2
strips off the bottom, both 6” wide. Sew the strips together to make one long strip and
sew that strip onto the side of your calico/muslin. It’s now wide and tall enough to
serve as backing.
If you need a binding tutorial, I’ve got one available for free on my blog:
http://sewhappygeek.co.uk/index.php/2011/04/05/tutorial-tuesday-quilt-binding-works-foryour-mug-rugs-too/
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© Copyright
Copyright J C Excell, 2012. You are welcome to use any SewHappyGeek pattern for
personal use. You are even welcome to make a couple to sell, but you are not given
permission to use my pictures or my words without giving me credit and linking back
to the original. You are NEVER allowed to copy an entire pattern and give or sell it.
Anyone copying or selling my patterns is guilty of copyright infringement, which I
take very seriously.

Lazy Angle Ruler – available at Fat Quarter Shop in the US and Creative Grids in the
UK
www.FatQuarterShop.com
www.creativegrids.com
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